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Kerry Thompson and Coco Park, the authors behind the influential beauty sites, Skin & Tonics and
THE WONDER Wolf, get together to bring you Korean Beauty Secrets: A Practical Guide to CuttingEdge Skincare and Make-up. She’and without!with make-up&#151; This guidebook is your gateway
in to the alluring and advanced globe of Korean beauty&#151;for all skin types and ethnicities.
adopter of the Korean beauty philosophy, her human relationships in the Korean beauty sector and
continuing search for knowledge make her a perfect guide to the unique and seductive globe of
Korean skincare. Kerry’ Coco, a certified esthetician and make-up artist, has lived and worked in
Dallas, NYC, Toronto, and Montreal. Kerry’s enthusiasm for skincare began at a very young age
and finally grew into a interest for documenting her skincare adventures and sharing them with the
globe. Her mission is easy: try emerging skincare items from around the world, and distinguish
between advertising hype and legitimately effective solutions. Kerry can often be found perusing
peer-reviewed clinical research, or speaking with cosmetic chemists and sector insiders. As an early
on U. Her lifelong immersion in the wonder industry and particular, in-depth understanding of Korean
beauty developments make her an ideal adviser to business lead you through the interesting, everchanging globe of Korean beauty. From the multi-step Korean skincare regimen to chic Seoulinspired makeup looks, this full-color handbook offers product explanations, guidance, tutorials, and
insider info that will perhaps you have immersed in the trendsetting beauty tradition of South Korea
in no time. Coco Park is an electronic journalist, artist, and the beloved beauty writer behind the
seriously followed blog, THE WONDER Wolf, which features artwork and reviews focused on
Korean make-up and skincare items. Coco also functions as a freelance K-beauty correspondent,
and is a do it again guest beauty author at XOJane. With tips on how best to assess your
epidermis, create a routine, and apply and shop for a wide variety of makeup products, this direct
shows you how to attain the appear of flawless, radiant epidermis&#151;s been featured in
numerous Korean beauty articles in a number of publications, including Fast Company and The
Daily Mail.s blog, Epidermis & Tonics, includes a loyal cult-following thanks to her in-depth,
scientifically-informed reviews and skincare tips, with a particular focus on Korean cosmetics and
Asian skincare philosophies.S. .
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I would def. I purchased this incredible publication using my husband's accounts (and I want the
review showing that this was, indeed, an Amazon Verified Purchase). I can't thank them plenty of
for setting me upon this path of beautiful, natural pores and skin!.. Whether you're a person
engaged in a longstanding love affair with K-beauty, or if you are a K-noob like me, this book will
likely be correct up your alley!. Not merely am I not a beauty person, I also am not really a book
reviewer. Let me start off by stating that I'm simply no beauty expert... but I still sensed a little
uneducated. What the heck is "Korean Beauty"? Ahhhh. Do you hear the angels? This compilation
may be the textbook you need with the character that keeps you coming back for more.As an
editor, I understand that articles development and style are key to keeping visitors engaged.I got this
book last Friday from a friend and finished it the same weekend (which is amazingly fast for me. I
read the first 72 web pages in one sitting, and the next 82 the following morning. Since finishing it,
I've opened up it at least once each day to either refresh my storage or to look something up. Yes,
it's that great. I'm placing an order for a second copy now because I want one by my bedside and
another on my table. I can't let you know how useful this publication is. You simply must buy a
duplicate for yourself. The authors are educated and clever, the chapters are structured flawlessly,
the photos are gorgeous, the design is certainly flawless..While a newbie with regards to K-beauty,
I've been a skincare devotee since I was 20.. and it lays smooth when opened up! I'm a publication
lover, and that quality only pleases me endlessly. That is simply a must-have, must-browse, mustshare compilation of joy. Thank you, ladies. I could tell that this was a labor of like. It's a great primer
for the clueless first timer--it will help you to decide what products to try first and how to arranged
your routine. Then, I came across the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow: Kerry and Coco's
publication.? Since I write for a number of beauty industry clients, I've been studying Korean
skincare for approximately a season . I didn't actually decide that it had been fun to use dresses
until I was in my own thirties. I experienced a stage where I was in a rock-band and wore outfits
and sparkly makeup for a while, but I settled down and popped out a youngster who is now just
over a year older. Great reference for Korean beauty! I have already been blessed with pretty
normal non-reactive skin so I never really thought about my skin much. My skincare "routine"
contains washing my face with bar soap in the shower, and then slathering it in a moisturizer with
SPF in it, and I hardly ever actually considered that there is anything else to be done. Right now, as
50 comes knocking within my door, I continue to have great skin and that's due to my ongoing
commitment to all things beauty. Five Stars Lots of informations Five Stars Very informational book
Great book on skincare Very informative. I think this background kind of makes me an awesome
reviewer for a book like this. These ladies are pros!. Then your information provided in here is so
superficial. did I mention I've a baby?). It certainly opened my eye to a complete new world. As the
reserve tells you, you do not have to buy a couple of high-priced Korean items to produce a
"Korean-style" skin care routine. I decided to start my routine by purchasing some American
drugstore brands. I used the publication to determine the type of skin I have (regular, but SOOOO
DEHYDRATED) and to figure out what forms of ingredients to look for. The books beautifully lists out
what the ingredients that you find in skincare actually do for you. A very important factor worth
mentioning, is normally that the reserve I received was damaged with dark lines on the cover..I am
just in awe that I am overlooking my most significant organ for this longer, and I'm ready for future
years of age-defying, moisturizing, CARING for my skin in an all natural way.My face is so smooth
and smooth, my nose pores look noticeably smaller sized, and it has just been three days since
We started. My skin feels just therefore JUICY!! I'll look into some of the Korean items from the book
and from the sites that the book turned me on to (the Whamisa organic fermented flower toner stuff
noises so delicious) when my current supplies start running low. I could pop into Walgreens and

discover 4 products, totaling less than $30, which have the humectants I need to start a routine,
and it has recently made such an amazing difference.Also, I hardly ever expected a beauty reserve
to be funny, yet you can find lines in it that made me laugh out loud. And by "buy," After all "obtain
the hardback. My skin actually glows now!. Everything in this reserve can virtually be found on line if
you know where to look. on to the great stuff. Lists popular makes, reasons why, how exactly to
purchase and use products recommended and in what purchase; (This is Phillip's wife--We
purchased this book less than his prime account.)To begin with, I don't care if you are new to
Korean Beauty or a seasoned pro, this meticulously researched book is normally packed with
knowledge. Whether it's not studying the tradition that created k-beauty, it is the educational and
scientifically proven outcomes of each ingredient discussed in an engaging method that maintains
you turning the webpages. The pictures are gorgeous, the models are spectacular and you really
get a sense of just what a k-beauty regime can perform for your face. Bravo! For someone like me
who offers been utilizing a successful routine for two years, it really gives me a concept of products
I would want to attempt to tweak my routine.I'm 40, never had a collection skincare schedule until
about 2 yrs ago. If you're a super newbie in Kbeauty, and beauty generally. After regularly utilizing
the products I started to experience the best pores and skin of my entire life. I desire I had known
concerning this years ago... Obviously: content is 2*, writing style is 1*, I do not want to say more.
Now . Great Book This book is amazing! I enjoyed learning so very much about Korean skincare. I
never imagined there is so much involved. This publication provides so much info as well as actual
skincare routines from bloggers with different skin types. suggest to anybody who wants to learn
more. This a publication worth investing in.. Love the book Like the book! Great skin care info An
excellent book for beginners looking to get into K-Beauty A great book for beginners looking to get
into K-Beauty.So good that I'm buying another one for my desk Before I confuse everyone, that is
Tracy Teel (Finesse Writing and Editing), not Roy. The Korean makeup examples were nice to see
aswell. The most grooming I do these days is throwing my locks in a ponytail. Begins with some
back tale on Kbeauty, then dives ideal in on the details. Purchase this book if you would like the
best skin of your life! and what condition your skin layer is in. Great details for anyone with skin
problems or into cosmetics, Korean beauty. Some photos in the reserve, could've used more, and
wished there were more local products to try. As presidential candidates love to claim, I'm an
"outsider". This is a great reserve for you. I will try a few of the products mentioned. Did the
publisher check the content before publishing it? All right, this book is interesting because of the
information provided, since I am performing a thesis about the Korean cosmetics world - but was
this reserve checked just before being published? - 1st mistake I find in chapter 1 - the Three
Kingdom Era, exactly why is it 57BC - 668BC, there's something wrong concerning this number,
BC is definitely Before Christ, so the numbers need to be the reverse way, but then I checked the
annals concerning this kingdom and the info must have been 57BC - 668AD, did girls go to school,
such errors is not possible, especially when it really is published.. The inflammation is fully gone from
my face, and I could wear my bare pores and skin with a flick of mascara and experience totally
confident running about town... If it weren't for Kerry Thompson and Coco Parks education, I'd be
considered a mess."Apart from its engaging information, detailed research, and intensely friendly
design, it's utterly gorgeous .so basic, so dummy. (FYI - Ordered the book through AMAZON ES)
Not very Impressive. So, basically. I cannot think of anything negative to say about it. I browse the
whole matter. I still broke out frequently like I was in junior high, and the hyperpigmentation was mindboggling and my face was very reddish. This will be my new head to reserve on Korean skincare.
But if you understand where to look online, I assure you, you can get the majority of it there. This
publication isn't from a skin doctor or anything like that. I don't know if I can immediate you to

different resources or not really on amazon, but there's a asian beauty reddit which has pretty
much the majority of this information.
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